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P EFACE

The first working draft of the Mathematics Curriculgm Guide Secondary-
Level was distributed for field testing fOr Feed-
back indicated -that the materials were appropriate for the purposes as stated'
in the original preface.

The materials presented' herein have been changedfrorn the original
only in that the mathematical language has been made as uniform as
possible for clarity aird to conform to the teXts adopted by the State of
Louisiana. Additional' career learning activities have been introduced.

The format has been revised so that it should be easier-to correlate
the curritulum,outlines and performance'objectives with the related career

, 'oriented concepts and learning activities.

Th reader who is seeing the materials for the first time carr be
assure that the career approach ofthese guidelines in no way weakens
the present prcorarn. As in all good eduda" tfonal procedures, materials' are
included so that all levels Ma,y be served. In addition to the ambitious
minirfaiM recommendations the guidelines contain ample materials for those
students who need to be challenged.

.Mathematics is embedded .in all of the disciplines and makes a, solid
base tor experiences in career education. This is borne out by the
numerous references and career activities from the spectrum of life.

The student is led in a systematic developmW that, is designed to
provide for continuous progress: Dignity of the person was always
foremost in devising and revising the guidelines. The goals were set to
give maximum development of the individual through all types of
educational experiences.

Finally, our schc;p1s will always have a basic curriculum. The
methods of instruction will be constantly changing, and the counselors
will continue to lend their influence in guiding the pupil. The career
education goals which are interwoven with the traditional will help make
more productive citizens of Louisiana's most important assets, its
children.
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GEOMETRY

CURRICULUM 'OUTLINE'

vv-

I. Elements of Geometry

h

FoundatiaSns of
Geometry

I: Undefined terms.

2. Defined terms

Assurnption,s

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

Elements of Geometry
--

r.

a

To demdnstrate a bask"
understanding of the
foundations of geometr
the student should be
able to:

Explain why_ .

undefined terms
are needed and
identify some
basic undefined
terms

2. Identify srne baSic
defined to 'ms and',
usethern correctly
in stements

3.. Explain why it is
necessary to assume
some statements
to be true.

4. Theorems 4. Distinguish between
conjecture and,

I theorem.

5. Intuitive approach'

1

.1 0

5. Explain intuitively
why several given
theorems are true.
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RELATViD CAREER-ORIENTED-
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING, ACTIVITIES.

(

E. Career Concept

0.

Career° are affected by
the ability of individuals to
relate to each other.

O

Performance Objectives

fr
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URRIGULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES-

B. Symbols and sets

4

1. Identifcation

2. SpeeLigiCation

3.. Set operations'.and
'relationships

a

4. Venn diagrams

.4

3

B. Td demonstrate an
understanding of symbols

,

and sets ip.geometry, _A

the student should be.
able tgo:

1: Identify:
ap G6oinetric symbols
b. A set aoffinite or

infinite
c. The empty

set 4)
d. The uhiveroal

set

2. SPeclfy apet by
a...,Rule (set builder

notation)
4. Roster (list)

3. Define:
a. The union of

two sets
. b. The intersection

'Of two sets -,
c. The complement

of a set,
d. One-to-one

correspondence
e-. Equality of

Q 4two sets
f. A is a subset

of B
g. A is a prOper

subset of

Illustrate existing
set operations and
relationships by the
use of Venn diagrams.
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED' RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The draftsman must
be familiar with
geometric symbols
and use them in
producing drawings
as prescribed by
specifications.

e-

13

Examine a, house plan and
from. this list the
geometric symbols to
,identify terms such as
electiical outleis, door
openings A windows,
bathromn fixtures, etc.



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PE ORMAN,c
OBJ TIVES

C. Geometric concepts

-1. r5oirit

2.' Line
,

3. Planes'

'4. Line segment

5. Ray

. 6t Angle

D. Basic postulates

E. Lines

I. Horizontal

2. Vertical

3. Inters ection

4. Parallel

5

.1)

C. , To demon'strate an
understanding of bath c
geonietric concepts, the
student shoul8 be able
to identify and illustrate:

I. Point

2. Line
a

3. Plane

4. Line segment

5. *Ray

6. Angle

D. , To demonstrate. an
understanding of
postulates, the atc:rde.rit
should be able state
some basic poetulates.
(e. g. , for any two
points there is exactly
one line that contains
them.

E. To'deinonstrate an
understanding of lines,
the student should be
able to define, identify,
or Illustrate:

1. A horizontal lin

2

2. A vertical line

3. The possible
intersection of
two coplanar
lines.

4. 43arallel lines.

45



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTI'VES

RELATED CAIEER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1

E. The surveyor checks
the alignment of a
structure by using
a plumb line.

E. To construct a makeshift plumb.,
line, tie a metal nut (or other
small, heavy object) to one end
of a piece of string. Attach the
other end of the string to the
top of a stake. To assure that
the stake is driven vertically
into the ground, keep tie plumb
line parallel to the stake while
driving it.
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CURRICULUM-OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

5. Skew

6. Perpendicular
7

7. Transversal.

F. Angles

'1. Definitions

r.

2. gleasnrement

0>i

3. Classification

4. Angle pairs

5. Skew lines

6. Perpckndiatla;f4ines.

7, A. tr.ansverttal

F. To demDnstrate an
understanding of angles,
the student shbuld

.amble to:

4.

1. Define, identify,
acid sketch an
acupe angle, a
right angle, an
obtuse angle, a
straight angle, a
reflex angle, and
a dihedral angle.

2. Determineihe
measure of an

. angle by using
a protractor.

3. Classify angles
from their measures
{ e. g. , m(A) = 604,
m(B) = 90°, m(C) =
120°, m(D) = 180°,
m(E) = 260°}

4. Define, identify, and
sketch adjacent angles,
vertical angles, com-
plementary angles,'
supplementary angles,
congruent angles, and
a linear 'pair of angles.

r.!

fl
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RELATER CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

' RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

F. A navigaier of an
airplane uses angles
in constructing a )
scald drawing to
determine the location,
of a plane.

41

F.'.

a

Make a scald drawing showing
the point of departure and the
position of an airplane at the
tend 'of a three-hour flight on
a course of 60° b.t ground

ed of 250 m. p. h.

1

I

a



CURRICULUM OUTLINE

G. Deffilitions and
construction

(!,

I. Defihitioits

49'

2. Angles

Triantles

4. , Regular polygons`

5. Bisector of a
line segment ,

6. Bisector of an
angle

(7. Perpendicular
lines

PEp.FORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

G. To demonstrake an
understanding of
fundame4ai constructions
by using acompass and
straightedge, the
student should be able
to:
1
1. Define triangle,

polygon, regtilar
polygon, seghient

° bisector, and
angle bisector.

2. Copy a tivIen
angle.

°N,3. Construct a
triangle given
a. Two angles and

the included eloide,
b. Three side
c. Two sided and

the included
angle

4. Construct regular
polygons of three
sides, four sides,
and six sides.

5. 'Construct theAisector
of a line segment.

6. Construct an angle
bisector.

7. Construct a perpen-
dicular to a given
line; .

a, At a point on
the liven line

b. . Fromva point
`2 not on the line



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES, s

RELATED CAREER ORIENTE:3 /
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

G. An arti't usually
draws freehand tts4ng
only a pencil and'
paper, whereas the

,draftsthan uses
construction
instruments such as
dividers, V-sciparerf;
Frnch curves, etc.

A craftsman uses
consaucti 0 to lay
out 0/0mgt is shapes,

r

G.

lo
19

Draw a regular hexagon free-
hand.' Measure fa., ch angle
carefully. Are tAey of' ,?7,;., . , r
equal m`e,asure,? Constru-cf.-,,,
a regip.arhoragon. 14s...i41,
these 4ngles.° They shotil4 `' ,,...o'measure 120.

: -r 4

" .

A oircular metal rod, 3" in
diameter, is to be machined
so that a vertical cross section
will be a square of maximum
cAze. Construct such a
square on one of the ends
(v.qrtical cross section of
theicircula.r rod. )

<1.
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, CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFO MANCE
OBJECTIVES

Jle

8. Parallel lines

d

8. Construct a line
parallel to a
given line.

4
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RELATED-CA EER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND 0 JECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTEb
LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

r

12

21.
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE
(

PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

II. Introduction to Proof

A. Conditional sentence

B. Nature of Ooof

C. Proofs of simple
theorems

13

II. Introduction to Proof"

A. To demonstrate an
understanding of a \-5
conditional sentence,

'7. the student should-be
able to identify and
illustrate a conditional
sentence, its hypothesis,
and its conclusion, a.nd
its contrapositiv,
converse, and inverse.

B. To demonstrate an
understanding of the
nature of proof the student
should be ablq to prove a
timorem (stated in the form
of a conditional sentence) .

by 'assuming that the
hypothesis is true and
then proving that the
conclusion must also be
true.

C. To demoristrate a further
Understanding of proof,
the student should be
able to prove (directly
or indirectly) other, simple
theorems and write his
proofs in standard two
column form.
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES \

8

IL C6,iteer Concept

Career require a certain
degree f retool-zing.

Performance Objectives

(

O

14

2;;

9

A

J

e,

0'
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

Line,s and Planes 6k

A. Linea

t)

.0

1. DefiAlt a

Z. Postulates
a. Parallel

postulate
b. Euclid's fifth

postulate
a

3. Conditions for
parallelism

4. Theorems

a. Intersecting
lines

b. Parallel lines

III. Linea and Planes'

15

a

tzy

.4 A. To demonstrate an
underatanding of lines
the student Should be
able to:

1. Define and identify:
a. Coplanar lines
b. Corresponding

angles.
c. Alternate

interior angles
Alternate
ezterior,angles

State:
a. The parallel

Postulate
b. The fifth postulate

T2,

3. State conditions which
guarantee that two
lines are parallel
(equivalent forms of
the parallel postulate)

4. State and Prove some
basic theorems involving:
a. Intersecting lines

b. Parallel lines
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RELATED CA ~ EER ORIENTED'
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

TH. Career Concept

Every career equires
some spec preparation.

Performance- Objectives

A. The ground crew for a
football field uses
parallel and per- _

pendicular lines in
laying out the field
for a game.

16

25

A. Construct a diagram of a
football field given the scale
of the drawing and the
dimensions of the field.
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

Planes

1. Definitions

2° Proofs of'simple
theorems

A

17

26

B. To demonstrate an
understanding oftflia.nes,
the student should be

liable to:
Mr'

1. Define or illustrate:
Line parallel
to a plane
Parallel planes
Line inter-
secting a plane
Intersecting
planes
Line perpen-
dicular to a
plane
Perpendicular
planes
Projection of
a line on a plane

a.

e.

f.

g.

2. Prove simple theorems
concerning lines and ,
planes.

v



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

E. A vi,rocraft designer
uses Planes in many
of his designs.

B. List examples of planes i-A
the classroom.

18
2e



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES,

IV. Congruence

7 A. Definition of
congruence

1. Segments

2. Angles -

3. , iangles.

4. Quadrilaterals

B. Basic congruence
postulates or theorems

c")

C. Constructions and
proofs .

1. Congru
triangl

IV. . Congruence

A. To demonstrate an
understanding of 4
congruence the student
should be able -t\dclefine
the relation "is
congruent" on the set
of:

1. All segments

2. All angles

3. All triangles

4. All quadrilaterals

B. To demonstrate further
understanding of congruence
the student should be able
to state the basic congruence
postulates (SAS Postulate,
SSS Postulate, and ASA
Poritulate) and prove basic
congruence theorems.
(e. g. , SAA Theorem)

C. To demonstrate a further
understanding of congruence,
the student should'be able to:

19

1. Construct a triangle
congruent to a given
'one and prove.the
construction is valid.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER' RIENTED
LEARNING ACTIN IES

IV. Career Concept

Some occupations require
an understanding of

flcongruence.

Performance Objectives

A. Surveyors can use
congruence in
determining
distance..

B. A metalsmith often
finds it me4ssary to
give balance to many
of his designs.

A. Use congruence of triangles to
explain-how the distance across
a lake can be determined.

20
ti

, v

Design a square emblem with a
. triangle in one corner. Give
balance to the design by
constructing a congruent triangle
in the opposite corner.
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

2. Isosceles
triangle .

3. Equilateral
triangl

c

21

000

2. Define an isosceles
triangle; define the
base angles of an
isosceles triangle;
construct an- isosceles
triangle and prove
it base angles are
congruent.

3. Define an equilateral
triangle; construct
an equilateral
triangle and prove
its angles are
congruent to each
other.
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ii.ELA.TED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

22

31

a
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-.'URRICULuM 0 TUNE
6

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

V. -Polygons and P lygonal
Regions

A. Definitions

1. Polygon

2. Convex polygon

3. Regular polygon

4. Interior

5. Polygonal region

B. Area

1. Triangular region

2. Quadrilateral
region

V. Polygon and Polygonal Regions

c3

6

A. To demonstrateemostr0ate an
underotandink of polygons,
the student should be
able to define, identify,
or illustrate:

p

ice

1. A polygon

2. A convex polygon .

3. A regular.polygon

4. The interior of a
-polygon

5. A polygonal region.

B. To demonstrate further
understanding of polygonal
regions, the student should
be able to:

1. Compute the area of
a triangular region.

Compute the area of
selected quadrilateral
regions (e. g. ,square,
rhombus, parallelogram,
etc. )



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS ANIY OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREE ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVI IES

V. Career Concept

Many careers require
competence in the use of
polygons.

Performance Objectives

A. An architect uses a
basic knowledgec4
polygons in creating
new designs for
building and other
construction.

B. Farmers often use ,
their knowledge of
quadrilaterals in
selecting sites for
their gardens.

24

A. Examine a bridge, or a
picture of a bridge and notice
how many different polygonal
patterns occur in itEi\ design. .

B. A farmer wants to enclose a
small rectangular plot of land
for a vegetable garden. Since

the has only 30 feet of wire
fencing, he plans to fence three
sides of a rectangle, and let
his garage wall act as the
fourth side of the enclosure.
A friend advises him to enclose
a square plot for .maximum
area, but the farmer-maintains
that a rectangular plot, one of
whose sides measures 7 1/2 feet,
will have greater area. Who is
correct?
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

C. Polygonal angles and C.
aide°

1. Sum of an le
measures

2. Number of sines

D. o Theorems

1. Pythagorean

2.

fl

To demonstrate a further
understanding of polygons,
the student should be
able to:

1. Determine the sum
of the measures of
the angles of a
regular polygon of
a given number of
sides.

2. Determine the
number of sides
of a regular polygon
of given angle sum.

D. To demonstrate a further
understanding of polygons,
the student should be able
to:.

1. State, illustrate, and
prove the pythagorean
theorem.

Interior angles of
a triangle

3. Extelior angles o
a triangle

25

J4

2. Defihe interior angle
of a triangle and
prove that the sum of the
measure's of the interior
angles of a triangle is
1800.

3. Define exterior angle
of a triangle and prove
.,t'hat the measure of an
exterior angle of a
triangle is equal to the
sum of the measures
of the two remote
interior angles of the
triangle.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

4P



CURRICUMM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

VI. CO Ales VI. ,Circles

A. J.ines, arcs. segments, A. To demonStrate an
and points of a circle

API

fr

B. Angles seociated with
a circle

I. Central

Z. Inscribed

3. Inscribed in a
- ,' semicircle

.

e.,

b

27

understanding of circles,
the student should be
able to construct,
illustrate, or define:

1. Circle, center,
and radius

2. Arc, semicircle,
minor arc, and
major arc

3. Chord

4. Diameter

5. Secant'

6. Tangent and point
of tangency

B. To demonstrate an under-
standing of angles associated
with a circle, the student
should be able to construct
and define:

1. A central angle

2. An inscribed angle

3. An angle inscribed
in a semicircle
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VI. Carets'''. Concept

Careers have different
levels of competence and
responsibility.

Performance Objectives

A. A*pattern maker makes
a wood or metal
pattern in the shape
of the casting desired.

B. The machinist is a
skilled Nivdrker who
uses machine tools to
make metal parts.

A. Whenever a mechanic or a
pattern maker wishes to test.
the accuracy of a semicircular
groove or a mold, he places a
tri-square in the grove as
shown-here. If the vertex of
the right angle and the sides
touch every point (A, P, C)
as the tri-square moves
around, he can be sure that
the groove or mold is a true
semicircle. What theorem of
geometry is he making use of?

B. Machinists and tool makers often
have to make cylindrical block of
metal. If a machinist wishes to
test the accuracy of his work, he
can again use the tri-square as
illustrated. If the cross-section of
the cylindrical block is a true
circle, the edges of the tri-square
will touch the surface of the
cylinder at equal distinces from
the heel of the square, that is,
the vertex of the right angle.
What theorem of geometry is
he making use of?

28
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
O JECTIVES

C. Circular region

1. 'nterior,

2. Segment

3. Sector

D. Theorems related to
circles

C. To demonstrate an
understanding of a
circular region, the
student should be able
to defiA and identify:

1. The interior of a
circle

2. Segments of a
circle

3. Sector of a circle

D. To demonstrate further
understanding of circles,
the student should-be able
to state and prove some
basic theorems concerning
circles.

ft
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELAT D CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. Paving. contractors and C.
cement finishers need
to be able to compute
the area of a circular
sector.

D. Navigators and
aviators use theorems ,
related to circles.

.ce

a

D.

t`3)
30

Compute the area of a sector of a
circle whose central angle is
30° if the length of the radius is
25 cm. Give your answer ,

correct to the nearest tenth.

Every sphere has an unlimited
number of great circles, Each
point on a great circle is the
same distance from the center
of the circle. Hence, theosphere
and its great c cies have the
same center and radiRs.

The shortest distance between two
points on a sphere is.the length of
the minor arc of a great circle .

containing both points. When flying
fropri Miami to London the shortest.
roule follows the arc of the great
circle passing through Miami and
London. Trace the route on a
globe.

I

rf



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
0 JECTIVES

E. Additional geometric
concepts

31

AU

E. To extend his concepts and
skills, the student should
be,able to define and.'
illustrate:

1. Equal circles and
congruecircleo

Externally tangent
, circles

3. Internally tangent
circles

4. Concentric circles

Q
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RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVE§

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES.

,II. Similarity

A. Ratio and proportion

1.. Definitions

2. Problems

3. Proofs

B. Similarity between
two polygons

1. Definition

2. Theorems

VII. Similarity
f

33

A. To demonstrate an
understanding of ratio
and proportion, the
student should be able
to:

1. Define:
a. Ratiq
b. Proportion
c. Means
d. Extremes

2. Solve problems
involving proportions.

3. -Prove selected
theorems concerning
proportion. (e. g. , the
means extremes
theorem)

B. To demonstrate an under-
standing of similarity, the
student should be able to:

1. Define the relation "is
similar to" on the set
of polygons.

° 2. Illustrate and prove
basic similarity
theorems.



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VII. Career Concept

Careers require competence
in computation.

Performance Objectives

A. A professional typist
uses proportion to
determine the time
necessary to type a-
manusc r ipt.

A surveyor is an
important person in
many types of
construction. He
measures lines and
angle's, and uses
these measurements
to determine distances
which he cannot
measure directly.
He uses a great deal
of geometry and
trigonometry.

34

4a)

A.

B.

Donna, a professional typist,
can type 8 pageb of manuscript
in 52 minutes. She agreed
to type an article of 20 pages.
How long will it take her to type
the article?.

A and B are two points on opposite
sides of a pond. Show how to
find the distance between them by
letting C be a point on the same
side of the p9nd as B, and then
constructing A A/ B/ &so
tilt% it is similar to AABC



CURRICULUM OUTLINE PEfFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

C. Similarity in
triangles

I. . Altitude to the
(hypotenuse in a
right triangle

Special right
triangles P

3. Other triangles

35

44

C. To demonstrate an
understanding of
similarity, the
student should be
able to:

1. Name and apply
properties of the
altitude drawn to
the hypoterfuse of
a right triangle.

2. Prove the 30-60-90
relationship and the
45-45:-90 relation-
ship, then solve
problems related to
these special right
triangles.

3. Prove that corresponding
sides of similar triangles
are proportional.
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ELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

I

36
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

VIII. trigonometry

A. Trigonometric ratios

B. The table of
trigonometric
functions

C. Angle of elevation
and angle of
depression

VIII. Trigonometry

37

4t

AI, To demonstrate an
understanding of
elementary trigonometry,
the student should be
able to define the six
trigonometric ratios in
terms of the measures of
the sides of a right
triangle.

' 13. To demoristrate an
understanding of the "

table of trigonometric
c;functions, the student

should be able to:

1. Determine the sine,
cosine, and tangent
of a given angle:

2. Determine the angle
whose tangent sine,
or cosine is given.

C. To demonstrate an under-
standing of angle of
elevation and an angle
of depression, the student
should be able to:

1. Illustrate an angle
of elevation and an
angle of depression.

Z. Solve exercises
involving angles of
elevation and angles
of depression.



\ RELATED CA EER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

VIII. Career Concept

Performance Objectives

B. The table of
trigonometric
functions is used
in solving many
problems.

C. An air traffic
controller is in vocal
contact with,aircraft
pilots. He is
respthisible for
specifying the
altitude at which
each plane will fly.

B. The measurements of the angles
read by a surveyor are applied
to the solution of problems.
Frequently, the trigonometric
functions of these angles are not
listed in the tables but require
interpolation.
1. Determine the tan 34° 31'.
2. Determine the angle whose

sine is . 4216.

C. A helicopter takes off and climbs
at an angle of 65° until it reaches
an altitud of 350 meters.
Determine the horizontal distance
from the take-off point and the
distance actually traveled by the
helicopter.

38 , o-
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CURRIULitn.41 OUTLINE

DC. Plane Coordinate Geometry

A. Cwrtesian coordinate
system in a plane

B. Lines

1. Distance between
two points

2. Slope
a. Computation
b. Estimation

3. Equation of a line

a. Slope-
int q4k1c ept form

b. Two point
form

PERFOR
OBJECT'

NCE
ES

IX. Plane Coor mate Geometry

39

4ft,

A. To de onstrate an
unders anding of a
Cartesi: n coordinate
system the student
should e able to
sketch mathanatieal
model o a Cartesian
coordina e plane,
identify zee, identify
quadrant , identify the
coordina es of a point,
and plot given point.

B, To demo
understa
coordinat
the etude
able to:

trate an
mg of plane

should be

1. Det mine the
dist nce between
two oints in a
coor1' Mate plane.

2.

3.

Dete
of a
give
line.
s lop
a gi

Dete
equa
fro
a.

b.

mine the slope
ine from two
points on the
Estimate the
of a line from
n sketch.

mine the
ion of a line

is slope and
-intercept
wo distinct
ointss on,the
me
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ELATED CAREE ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

IX. Career Concept

None necessary

40
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CUREIJCULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

c. Point-elope
form

4. Point of inter-
section

)5. Euation of
perpendicular
line

6. Equation of
parallel line

C. Analytical proof

41

U

c. A point on the
,line, and the°
elope of the
line

4. Estimate the
coordinates of
the point of
intersection of
two given lines
by sketching their
graphs in the same
plane.

5. Determine the
equation of a line
perpendicular to a
given line.

6. Determine the
equation of a
line parallel
to a given line.

C. To demonstrate a further
understanding of coordinate
geometry, the student
should be able to make
a simple geOmetric proof
by means. of coordinates.



RELATED CAREE ORIENTED
CONCEPTeAND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEA KING ACTIVITIES
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE. PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

X. Solid Figures

A. Terminology

1. Polyhendron

... 2. Cylinder

3. Prism

4. Cone

5. Pyramid

6. Sphere ,

B. Area

X. Solid Figures,

2,1

43 ,

52

A. -° To demonstrate an
understanding of solid
figures, the student
should be able to
identify and illustrate:'

1. 'Polyhedron

2. Cylinder

3. Prism

4. Con

5. Pyramid

6. Sphere

B. To demonstrate a further
understanding of solids,
the student should be able
to compute the lateral
area and the total area
of:

1. A cylinder

2. A cone

3. A pyramid

.1 .



RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND 0 JECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

X. Career Concept

Careers require differen-t
levels of computation.

Performance OlsOctives

A. A v'oodcraft designer
requires a basic
understanding of solid
figures in his work. t,

4.

B. A cabinet maker must
be able to compute tht
surface area of a
rectangular solid.

A. Collect information from the local
hobby shops showing the different
shapes of wooden objects. Identify
each figure ao a rectangular oolid,
cube, pyramid, cylinder, sphere,
or cone, Collect pictures from
magazines, catalogs, and news
paper adve tisemento to identify
themany different polyhedrons.

. ,

B. 'John and has father planned to buy
material to build a trophy case. The
case was to be 12 feet long, 4 feet
high, and 1 foot wide. Th r nt,
top, and two ends wore to be g asz.
Compute the number of square feet
of glass needed. Compute the.
number of square feet of plywood
neededsktor the back and bottom.
(Do not Opnsider schelving. )

44
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CURRICULUM OUTLINE PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVES

C. Volume

4.)

ti

C. To demonstrate a further
understanding of solids,
the student should be able
to compute the volume of:

1. A tetrahedron

2. A cylinder

3. A prism

4. A cone

5. A pyramid

6. A sphere



REI:AtED CAREER ORIENTED
CONCEPTS AND OBJECTIVES

RELATED CAREER ORIENTED
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

C. The oil refinery plant
manager must
calculate volume.

Cj

C. Each cylindrical oil, tank at a
storage plant has a radius of
45 feet and a height of 110 feet.
What' is the total capacity of
35 tanks ? (There are 7. 5
gallons in 1 cubic foot. )

iotrfct.


